A short description of the E-SURFMAR Operational Service

E-SURFMAR stands for Surface Marine observations. The E-SURFMAR Operational Service
delivers marine observations from Voluntary Observing Ships (VOS) operated by
EUMETNET members, as well as from drifting and moored buoys.
One component (drifting buoys) is fully integrated – the Operational Service team directly
manages the network –, whilst two others (moored buoys and manned VOS) are only
coordinated. In that case, network operators are financially compensated for their activities
with regards to Operational Service objectives. National shipborne Automated Weather
Station (S-AWS) activities are also coordinated and compensated by the Operational Service
but this latter also funds and operates a network of S-AWS stations which contributes to
meet Operational Service objectives.
Figure 1 shows the density of surface marine observations in November 2012 (sea level
pressure in that case) in the North Atlantic and the Mediterranean Sea. E-SURFMAR aims to
fill up sparse data areas as far as possible.

Figure 1 – Sea Level Pressure observations in November 2012,
according to the type of station

Objective
The main objective of E-SURFMAR is to coordinate, optimize and progressively integrate
European activities for surface observations over the sea in support of Numerical Weather
Predictions. Observations within the EUCOS area of interest (90°N-10°N, 70°W- 40°E) are
preferred but observations made by European VOS outside this area are also compensated
for their ability to contribute to the World Weather Watch. It must be noticed that, at the
opposite, non-European VOS are providing observations within the EUCOS area.
According to the ECMWF Forecast Sensitivity to Observations tool (FSO), buoys over the
ocean provide the most beneficial impact per observation of all observing systems, including
satellites. For instance, the sensitivity of an air pressure measurement at the sea surface is
equivalent to that of four to five SYNOP stations. Despite this undisputed benefit, ESURFMAR is still an optional Operational Service.
Sea surface temperature is another parameter which is indispensable to assess the heat
fluxes at the air-sea interface. Although most of the data is produced by satellite remote
measurements (infrared and microwave sensors), in situ data are needed to correct the
signal attenuation due to the atmosphere. Here also, drifting buoys are the most useful
component to provide such data.

Deliverables
Over the past years, E-SURFMAR R&D mainly consisted in seeking ways to reduce
communication costs: data compression on systems already in use (Inmarsat-C), use of a
more efficient system than Argos for drifting buoys (Iridium SBD – see figure 2).
Developments are made in order to handle the data from the observation platforms to the
WMO GTS (alphanumeric codes then BUFR).
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Figure 2 – E-SURFMAR drifting buoys - Data timeliness
Percentage of data received within 50 minutes after the observation time. The improvement
after 2008 is due to a progressive use of Iridium instead of Argos for data transmission

E-SURFMAR accompaigns participant members in their increasing use of shipborne
automated weather stations (S-AWS – see figure 3). Its expert team for VOS worked on the
definition of common specifications for the procurement of S-AWS which would meet both
national and E-SURFMAR objectives. A call for tender was issued in 2012. Prototypes
should be purchased in 2013 from the manufacturer who was chosen.
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Figure 3 – EUMETNET automated VOS – Data availability
Average number of observations per day

E-SURFMAR expert teams for VOS and Data Buoys serve as forums for national European
operators, sharing and maintaining expertise on current and future techniques and systems
required for the delivery of surface marine observations in real time onto the current GTS and
the future WIS.
Cooperations are sought and established with non-meteorological organizations (e.g. from
the MOON community) which operate moored buoy networks in order for E-SURFMAR to
get and monitor their data.
Outside Europe, E-SURFMAR closely works with several task teams from the two
international organisations involved in surface marine observations: JCOMM Data Buoy
Cooperation Panel (DBCP) and JCOMM Ship Observing Team (SOT). E-SURFMAR
expertise in surface marine observations is very much appreciated by these two
communities. It must be noticed that VOS operated by EUMETNET members represent half
of the world fleet.
GTS data monitoring tools developed for European surface marine platforms are made
available on the Web. They may be used by any operator responsible for the transmission of
surface marine observations of his platforms onto the GTS, even non-European.

Organisation
E-SURFMAR was established ten years ago as an optional element of the EUCOS
programme. Meteo-France has been responsible for it since the creation in 2003. Mr. Pierre
Blouch is the Operational Service Manager for E-SURFMAR. The current phase (third one)
will last until the end of 2017.
By now, participating members are 19 in number. They are: RMI (Belgium), DHMZ (Croatia),
DMI (Denmark), FMI (Finland), Meteo-France, DWD (Germany), HNMS (Greece), IMO
(Iceland), Met Eireann (Ireland), USAM (Italy), SML (Luxemburg), KNMI (Netherlands),
Met.no (Norway), IPMA (Portugal), RHSS (Serbia), AEMet (Spain), SMHI (Sweden),
MeteoSwiss and UK Met Office.
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